The use of immunostaining to quantify x-ray and heat-induced multiple microtubule organizing centers in normal and transformed cells.
Microtubule organizing centers (MTOC) in control, irradiated and heated C3H 10T1/2 mouse embryo cells and two radiation-transformed sublines, R1 and R25, were made visible by indirect immunofluorescence using antibody against tubulin. The MTOC were reformed by 5-min incubation in fresh medium after the microtubules were depolymerized with nocodazole. The R1 line had a different distribution of MTOC/cell than the parent 10T1/2 line or R25, which had similar distributions. After irradiation, multiple MTOC appeared in the normal and radiation-transformed cells irradiated to 10 Gy and incubated for 24 or 48 h. The multiple foci of microtubule reformation in the irradiated cells indicate that radiation damage is expressed in structural elements in the cytoplasm. After heat treatment of the three cell lines (43 degrees C for 93 min and 45 degrees C for 25 min), the MTOC were disrupted and many cells did not have visible organizing centers at 24 or 48 h, while others had a large number of small centers of microtubule reformation. The distribution of MTOC/cell seen in R25 cells after the treatment had similar patterns to those of the 10T1/2 line rather than to those of the other radiation-transformed line, R1. Thus, the radiation or heat response seen in the MTOC is not dependent upon cell transformation.